
Abstract
The aim of the current research work is to design an efficient two-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) 
based image compression technique. In order to achieve best performance, Enhanced Half-Ripple Carry Adder (EHRCA) 
has been designed. Verilog Hardware Description Language (Verilog HDL) is used to model the EHRCA and DWT technique. 
DWT technique has been designed with the help of two types of filtering technique known as Low Pass Filter (LPF) and High 
Pass Filter (HPF). Three levels of decomposition is made by DWT process and each process have two levels compressions 
called “Row Wise Compression” and “Column Wise Compression”. In proposed DWT models, adders are recognized 
as high potential than other components. In order to improve the efficiency of DWT process, an efficient adder called 
“Enhanced Half-Ripple Carry Adder (EHRCA)” has been designed in this research work.  Proposed EHRCA circuit offers 
10.71% improvements in hardware slice utilization, 11.78% improvements in total power consumption than traditional 
Binary to Excess 1 Conversion (BEC) based Square Root Carry Select Adder (SQRT CSLA). Further proposed adder has been 
incorporated into Row Wise Compression and Column Wise Compression for improving the architectural performances of 
DWT. In future, proposed EHRCA based DWT will be useful in Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) and hybrid type and 
lifting based DWT techniques.
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1. Introduction

Two Dimensional (2-D) Discrete Wavelet Transformation 
techniques (DWT) are widely used for image and video 
compression process5. The 2-D DWT technique has multi-
resolution decomposition capability, because it plays role 
in many engineering fields10. However, accumulation of 
large values of data of various decomposition levels of the 
transform makes their complexity computationally very 
intensive. Large endeavours have been designed many 
architectures which are aimed at providing high speed 2-D 

DWT computation with the requirement of reasonable 
hardware utilization. These architectures can be classified 
as separable and non-separable architectures. In a sepa-
rable architecture, 2-D filtering operation can be done 
through two 1-D filtering operations, one for processing 
the data in row-wise and another one for processing the 
data in column-wise. The decomposition levels of input 
images can be employed by either a Recursive Pyramid 
Algorithm (RPA) or lighting operation. In separable fil-
tering architecture a 1-D filtering structure is used to 
perform the 2-D DWT and hence it must need additional 
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computational complexity between two 1-D filtering pro-
cesses. This increases the latency as well as memory size 
of the architectures. The non-separable architectures are 
used to reduce the limitation of separable architectures, 
since in non-separable architectures, 2-D DWT are com-
puted directly by using 2-D filters. However, the speed 
of the DWT process is very low for non-separable archi-
tectures. In order to overcome this problem, pipelining 
technique is used in DWT architecture10.

In general, Haar Discrete Wavelet Transform (HDWT) 
is used to compress the signal/image6. To increase the 
compression ability of image, precision-aware self-
quantizing architectures can be used in3. To generate the 
DWT coefficients, Distributed Arithmetic (DA) based 
Multiplication is used in2. DA based multiplier performs 
the multiplication operation with the help of Look up 
Tables (LUTs). Therefore, the performance of DA based 
multiplier is better than any other multiplier. In9, one 
dimensional DWT techniques can be implemented in 
Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) System design envi-
ronment. Further, VLSI based high speed 2-D DWT can 
be implemented in1. 

In this paper, 2-D DWT technique is designed by 
using Enhanced Half Ripple Carry Adder (EHRCA). An 
EHRCA is the type of Ripple Carry Adder (RCA), hard-
ware complexity and power consumption is reduced 
effectively than traditional RCA circuit. Also, the perfor-
mance of DWT can be increased in terms of silicon area 
and power consumption, when EHRCA incorporated 
into DWT process.

2.  Discrete Wavelet 
Transforamtion (DWT)

Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) is the technique 
for decomposing/compressing the images. Also DWT rep-
resents as an image which is the sum of wavelet functions 
(wavelets) with different location and scale. It represents 
the data into a set of low pass and high pass coefficients. 
The input data is passed through set of low pass and high 
pass filters. The output from high pass filters and low pass 
filters are down sampled by 2. The output from low pass 
filter is an average coefficient and the output from high 
pass filter is a detail coefficient. The schematic diagram of 
1-D DWT method is shown in Figure. 1.

In 2-D DWT, the input data is passed through set of 
both low pass and high pass filter in two directions, both 
rows and columns. As in 1-D DWT, the outputs from 
low pass and high pass filters are down sampled by 2 in 
each direction. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of 2-D 
DWT. As in Figure 2, the output is in set of four coeffi-
cients LL, HL, LH and HH. In coefficient representation, 
the first alphabet represents the transform in row where 
as the second alphabet represents transform in column. 
The representation L means low pass signal and H means 
high pass signal.

In this paper, three levels of decomposition are done 
to compress the image with the help of EHRCA. The 
structure of DWT levels is shown in Figure 3. Similarly, 
in reconstruction, input data can be achieved in multiple 
resolutions by decomposing the LL coefficient further for 
different levels. The compressed data is up-sampled by a 
factor of 2 in order to reconstruct the original input data 
while performing interpolation process.

Figure 1. Block diagram of 1-D DWT.

Figure 2. Block diagram of 2-D DWT.
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3.  Image Compression using DWT
An input image is passed through a series of filters to cal-
culate the DWT coefficients. The procedure starts with 
passing this image through a half band digital low pass fil-
ter with impulse response h[n]. Filtering an image signal 
corresponds to the numerical operation of convolution of 
an image signal with the impulse response of the filter. 
The convolution operation in discrete time is defined as 
follows:

 y n x k h n k
k

( ) = [ ]• −[ ]
=−∞

∞

∑  (1)

A half band low pass filter removes all frequencies that are 
above half of the highest frequency in the signal, which 
can be interpreted as losing half of the information. 
Resolution, on the other hand, is related to the amount 
of information in the signal, and therefore it is affected 
by filtering operations. However, subsampling operation 
does not affect the resolution after filtering, since; remov-
ing half of the spectral components from the input signal 
makes half the number of samples redundant anyway. In 
summary, half band low pass filtering halves the resolu-
tion, but leaves the scale unchanged. This signal is then 
subsampled by Equation (2), therefore half of the number 
of samples are redundant. The procedure for subsampling 
can mathematically be expressed as follows

  (2)

The input image signals are decomposed into average 
information and detail information. The average and 
detail information are described as follows

 y k x n g k nhigh
n

[ ] = [ ]• −[ ]∑ 2  (3)

 y k x n h k nlow
n
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In Equations (3) and (4), g[k] and h[k] are represented 
as detail and average signals. In reconstruction, reverse 
process is applied to recover the original image.

x n y k g k n y k h k nhigh low
k
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=−∞
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∑ 2 2  (5)

In general, DWT can be implemented in two types of 
methods. They are 1. Matrix Multiplication Method and 
2. Linear Equation Method. In linear equation meth-
ods, every set of four pixels are considered to compute 
the DWT coefficients. These four pixels are processed by 
using Equation (6),

 (6)

From Equation (6), it is clear that, addition process is 
required for image compression in DWT for each level. 
To implement 2D DWT, EHRCA adder is used in our 
work.

4.  Conventional Carry Select 
Adder

Carry Select Adder (CSLA) is one of the best adders 
for binary addition. In CSLA architecture, dual RCA 
is used for carry input 0 and carry input 1 respectively. 
Further Multiplexors are used in final stage of addition 
process. A single RCA structure has four numbers of Full 
Adders (FAs). Therefore, dual RCA structure has 8 num-
bers of FAs. More number of gates is required to design 
the CSLA for binary addition. Generally this adder is 
called as Square Root Carry Select Adder (SQRT CSLA), 
because, it requires set of dual RCA set to compute 
N-bit binary addition process. All set of dual RCA can 
execute in a parallel manner. Final stage of SQRT CSLA 
uses the multiplexors to produce the final sum results. 
Hence, final stage only has Carry Propagation Delay 
(CPD), but in RCA circuit, entire structure has CPD. 

Figure 3. Structure of DWT levels.
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Further, RCA circuit for carry input 1 has been replaced 
to Binary to Excess 1 (BEC) Converter to improve the 
performance. BEC circuit utilizes the less number of 
gates to perform the RCA operation for carry input 1. For 
instance, 16-bit BEC based SQRT CSLA is illustrated in 
Figure 4. It consists of four set of RCA-BEC set to add 
two 16-bit binary integers. It reduces the silicon area uti-
lization and power consumption than traditional SQRT 
CSLA circuit. However, silicon area requirement of com-
bined RCA-BEC circuit is more and it consumes large 
power consumption to perform 16-bit binary addition 
process. Hence, to reduce this problem, EHRCA circuit is 
designed in this paper. The brief description of EHRCA is 
presented in next section.

5.  Enhanced Half Ripple Carry 
Adder

RCA is one of the basic adders to perform the binary 
addition process. However, CPD is the main disadvan-
tages in RCA circuit (i.e.,) every stage must have wait for 
carry signal from previous stage. In order to reduce the 
problem of CPD in RCA circuit, Enhanced Half Ripple 

Carry Adder (EHRCA) is developed in our work. The 
circuit diagram for developed EHRCA circuit for 4-bit 
is illustrated in Figure 5. It consists of HAs, OR gate, 
AND gate and Multiplexors for performing addition 
process. As the name itself, final half of the circuit only 
(Multiplexors part) must have to wait until carry signal 
load from previous stage, remaining circuits can execute 
in a parallel manner. Hence, this adder circuit named 
as Enhanced Half Ripple Carry Adder. In other hand, 
the structure of this circuit is like that SQRT CSLA. 
Instead of RCA-BEC combination for Cin = 0 and Cin 
= 1 respectively of CSLA circuit, simplified circuit is 
designed as shown in Figure 5. The carry input is con-
sidered only final stage of EHRCA where as remaining 
circuit can perform the respective computation in a par-
allel manner with the help of available input data. Similar 
to Figure 5, we can design the EHRCA circuit for 8-bit 
and 16-bit. Further, the EHRCA adder is incorporated 
into the addition process of Equation (6) to increase the 
performance of 2-D DWT. Three levels of decomposition 
are made in this paper for image compression. The per-
formances of conventional SQRT CSLA and developed 
EHRCA circuits are analyzed in Results and Discussion 
of this paper.

Figure 4. Structure of 16-bit BEC based SQRT CSLA.
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Figure 5. Circuit diagram for 4-bit EHRCA circuit.

6. Results and Discussions
In this paper, Enhanced Half Ripple Carry Adder 
(EHRCA) circuit is designed using Verilog Hardware 
Description Language (Verilog HDL). The validation 
of proposed adder circuit is evaluated using Model Sim 
6.3C and Synthesis results are evaluated by using Xilinx 
10.1i design tool. Also levels of decomposition of image 
using 2-D DWT are measured using MATLAB tool. The 
RCA circuit is realized in this paper and identified the 
redundant logic operations. Based on identified redun-
dant logic, EHRCA circuit is designed in our work. The 

circuit of EHRCA is most likely conventional BEC based 
SQRT CSLA. Hence, the performance of conventional 
BEC based SQRT CSLA and developed EHRCA circuit 
for 16-bit is compared in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of 16-bit conventional BEC based 
SQRT CSLA and developed 16-bit EHRCA circuits 
Type Slices LUT Delay(ns) Power(mW)
16-bit Conventional 
BEC based SQRT 
CSLA

28 47 15.971 280

16-bit developed 
EHRCA 25 42 16.707 247

From Table 1, it is clear that 16-bit developed EHRCA cir-
cuit offers 10.71% reduction in silicon area and 11.78% 
reduction in power consumption than conventional 
BEC based SQRT CSLA. Therefore, developed EHRCA 
circuit is the best choice for 2-D DWT implementation. 
Further, the developed EHRCA circuit is incorporated 
into 2-D DWT addition process to improve the perfor-
mance. The simulation result for 2-D DWT is illustrated 
in Figure 6. The input image is converted into the pix-
els and these pixels are demonstrated in Figure 6. Three 
levels of decomposition are made in this paper for image 
compression with the help of DWT and EHRCA. The 
input image for to be determine the DWT coefficients is 
shown in Figure 7. Three levels of decomposed images are 
illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 6. Simulation result for image compression using 2-D DWT.
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, 2-D DWT based image compression is devel-
oped with the help of Enhanced Half Ripple Carry Adder 
(EHRCA). The design of EHRCA and incorporation of 
EHRCA into DWT computation is done by Verilog HDL. 
The developed EHRCA circuit consumes less hardware 
resources and power consumption than conventional 
BEC based SQRT CSLA. The developed EHRCA cir-
cuit offers 10.71% reduction in silicon area and 11.78% 
reduction in power consumption than conventional BEC 
based SQRT CSLA. Further, developed EHRCA circuit is 
incorporated into addition process of 2D-DWT for image 
compression. Three levels of decomposition are made 
in this paper. Simulation results for image compression 

Figure 7. Input Image.

Figure 8. Three levels of decomposed images.

using 2-D DWT is validated by both Model Sim 6.3C 
and MATLAB simulation tools. In future, the developed 
EHRCA based 2-D DWT will be helpful for image pro-
cessing applications like compression, segmentation and 
fragmentations.
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